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Abstract—The data in the real world is in the form of quantitative and time related format. The time related data is also called as time 
series data. It is a combination of quantitative and dynamic data. The values of time series data change with respect to time. As it is 
dynamic in nature it is difficult to handle time series data. An example is in IPL 2014 the runs scored in each of the over is shown in a time 
series manner. For each ball the number of scored runs is different. Apriori algorithm is used to mine binary valued data and also use 
minimum support and confidence values as threshold to generate rules. Fuzzy logic deals with quantitative data but does not deal with time 
series data. It also use minimum support and confidence to generate rules. To define an appropriate threshold value is still a research 
topic. Thus in this paper we propose a new algorithm which takes input as time series data and generate business oriented rules without a 
particular threshold value.   

Index Terms—Binary data, Fuzzy Coherent, Quantitative data and transactions, Minimum Support and Confidence, Time Series. 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
ATA  mining is used to help people to find something 
innovative or interesting from huge collection of raw 
data, which might help them to generate new infor-

mation from it. An example is an IPL 2014 time line data then 
we can get a bowling strategy of a team using this infor-
mation. The information such as when is it good time to tackle 
a ball ie which number ball should a batsman hit or takes risk 
we can also have a same for a particular bowler. The algorithm 
proposed in this paper is capable to do this which will ulti-
mately help the team to get good score. The algorithm gener-
ated the rules which are business oriented which helps in 
earning profit to a particular business. 
 

 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
There are many methodologies to generated rules that use 
minimum support and confidence to generate rules but the 
data input to these methods are quantitative valued data. To 
set or to predict an appropriate threshold is a difficult task. As 
if threshold is set to a high value number of rules are eliminat-
ed but if we keep low threshold less number of rules are elim-
inated. The threshold can be predicted by experience but it is 
also difficult to prove that the threshold value predicted is 
correct. Threshold value changes with respect to application 
that is why it is application dependent. Fuzzy logic helps to 
overcome the above issues. It is a very close to human lan-
guage that is why fuzzy representation is more effective rather 
than binary representation. We can easily convert the natural 
language to a coding using fuzzy. The rules generated are rep-
resented in the form of itemA   itemB  which depicts that 
itemA in the rule is closely related to itemB in the same rule. 
 
There are two types of rules  

1. General rule: The rule is easy to generate as it’s a 
common sense rule for example In cricket whether a 
ball with free hit gets punished to four or six. 

2. Business rule: The rules which are business oriented 
which can be used to increase profit of the business 
for example in cricket every six ball in the first over is 
hit for a maximum score  as a new batsmen has to an-
alyze the pitch and the movement of the ball due to 
this the batsmen will always attack the last ball and 
play little carefully with the first five balls 

Membership function is the representation of the time series 
value in the into fuzzy format. These fuzzy values are used for 
further calculation in the algorithm to generation of rules. Tri-
angular membership functions are used for critical and dy-
namic applications. Membership functions are the most critical 
part of the fuzzy logic without membership function it is not 
possible to run the algorithm as it plays an important role of 
converting the time series data to fuzzy values. The given be-
low figure 1 depicts the same example of membership func-
tion. 

Figure 1 Membership function. 
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3 PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 

1. Take input as time series data set. 
2. Generate the sub sequence based on the number of at-

tribute of the data set. 
3. Then convert each subsequence value from time se-

ries to fuzzy values representation with help of ap-
propriate membership function. 

4. Then generated the support count for each pair or at-
tribute and check  support count(itemA,ItemB) > 
support count(-itemA,ItemB), support 
count(itemA,ItemB) > support count(itemA,-ItemB), 
support count(-itemA,-ItemB) > support count(-
itemA,ItemB), support count(-itemA,-ItemB) > sup-
port count(itemA,-ItemB)  

5. If the following above condition satisfies then we con-
sider it as the rule which is good from business point 
of view. 

6. Otherwise we discard it. 
7. Stop 

4 EXAMPLE 
 
Data set:  
Time series 
data 

1,2,5,3,2 

The subsequence : 
Subsequence : 125 
                         253 
                         532 
Fuzzy values: 
Eqvivalent 
fuzzy val-
ues: 
 
          

1.0 , 0.0 , 0.0  1.0 , 0.0 , 0.0  0.0 , 1.0 , 0.0   
1.0 , 0.0 , 0.0  0.0 , 1.0 , 0.0  0.75 , 0.25 , 0.0   
0.0 , 1.0 , 0.0  0.75 , 0.25 , 0.0  1.0 , 0.0 , 0.0   

All the possible combination with condtion. 
All possible 
pair support 

Sum in A=1.0 B=1.0 C =0.75 D =0.25 
Rule not generated is A1.low->A2.low  
Sum in A=1.0 B=1.0 C =0.25 D =0.75 
Rule not generated is A1.low->A2.Medium  
Sum in A=0.0 B=2.0 C =0.0 D =1.0 
Rule not generated is A1.low->A2.high  
Sum in A=0.75 B=1.25 C =1.0 D =0.0 
Rule not generated is A1.low->A3.low  
Sum in A=1.25 B=0.75 C =0.0 D =1.0 
The Rule Generated is A1.low->A3.medium  
Sum in A=0.0 B=2.0 C =0.0 D =1.0 
Rule not generated is A1.low->A3.high  
Sum in A=0.75 B=1.0 C =1.0 D =0.25 

 
 

5 RESULTS 
The previous section shows the example of each step proposed 
in the algorithm. This algorithm does not take any threshold 
value as input but generate the rules which are good from 
business point of view. The previous methodology and the 
proposed is represented in a graphical format in the graph 
given in figure 2. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Comparison Graph 

The above graph consist of the representation of the number 
of rules generated based on a particular threshold value given 
to the algorithm on different algorithms. The x axis depicts the 
number of rules generated and the y axis represents confi-
dence. 
Factors of dependency: 

1. Time: The time take for the proposed algorithm is less 
than the previous as in the previous we need to calcu-
late the support and confidence for each pair and then 
check which is not in proposed method only once 
comparison is done so takes less time. 

2.  Space: The space to store the calculate support and 
confidence is more than that of proposed algorithm as 
only support if each pair is stores so as proposed al-
gorithm need to store only support value the no con-
fidence so the space is reduced . 

3. Rules : The rules generated will be more business ori-
ented than common since as the propositional logic 
has been incorporated in the algorithm . 
Propositional logic: This logic help in generation of 
rule which is business oriented rules.  

4. Stability: The rules remain stable even though the da-
ta is dynamic for a particular time. In the previous 
system the data changes with respect to change in 
minimum support and confidence value. The number 
rules generated are fixed irrespective of the threshold 
value. 
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Figure 3: Execution time of algorithm based on different sup-
port 

 
The above Figure 3 depicts the execution time of the previous 
algorithm with different confidence and support values which 
states that with more confidence the execution time increases 
for different support. Each color line defines different confi-
dence value with window size as 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Number of rules generated 
 

The above graph depict 4the number of rules generated with 
different support and confidence of 0.3, 0.5, 0.8 based on the 
previous methodology as the support and confidence increas-
es the number of rules keep on decreasing so it is inversely 
proportional in nature Each line depicts the different confi-
dence value with respect to window size as 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5 Number of rules generated with window size-2 
The above graph depicts 5 states the relation between number 

of rules generated with different support based on the previ-
ous and proposed methodology. With previous method as the 
support increases the number of rules starts decreasing on the 
contrary with proposed methodology the number of rules 
generated remains constant irrespective to the support value. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6 Number of rules generated with window size-3 
 

The Figure 6 above depicts the number of rules generation 
with respect to the window size. As the window size increased 
the number of rules generates is increased but the increase in 
previous methodology is in linear fashion and with the pro-
posed method it very less it does not increase in linear fashion 
but very little it increases at each different window size. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       

Figure 7 Number of rules generated based on window size 
 
The above Figure 7 shows number of rules generated for the 
different algorithm the with respect to the window size. The 
number of rules keeps on increasing as the size of the window 
increases it. The parameter number of rules generated and 
window size is directly proportional to one another. The curve 
representing rules with respect to window size of the pro-
posed algorithm is more like a sine wave on the other hand for 
the previous algorithm it increases diagonally. 
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Figure8 Time Complexity with respect to window size 
 

      The Figure 8 defines the time taken by both the previous 
and proposed in completion of execution of the algorithm. 
Both the techniques as the window size increases the time tak-
en for the execution also increases. The time required for exe-
cution is nearly close to one another the difference lies only in 
the rules generated. With increase in the window size the time 
taken by the algorithm also increases. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
Thus we propose a new algorithm which accepts time series 
data as input process the data to generate association rules 
without applying threshold parameter of association rule min-
ing i.e. minimum support and confidence value. The proposed 
algorithm uses propositional logic to process the data and 
generated rules that can help the manager of any organization 
to analyze their growth and helps in prediction purposes and 
decision making.  
As the window size increases the time taken to process the 
data also increases due to which harms the performance of the 
algorithm in order to overcome this technologies like Hadoop, 
Parallel computing or distributed processing can be incorpo-
rated 
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